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Abstract13

Previous neuroimaging studies examining recognition of famous faces have identified activation of an extensive bilateral neural network
[Gorno Tempini, M. L., Price, C. J., Josephs, O., Vandenberghe, R., Cappa, S. F., Kapur, N. et al. (1998). The neural systems sustaining face and
proper-name processing. Brain, 121, 2103–2118], including the medial temporal lobe (MTL) and specifically the hippocampal complex [Haist,
F., Bowden, G. J., & Mao, H. (2001). Consolidation of human memory over decades revealed by functional magnetic resonance imaging.
Nature Neuroscience, 4, 1139–1145; Leveroni, C. L., Seidenberg, M., Mayer, A. R., Mead, L. A., Binder, J. R., & Rao, S. M. (2000). Neural
systems underlying the recognition of familiar and newly learned faces. Journal of Neuroscience, 20, 878–886]. One model of hippocampal
functioning in autobiographical, episodic memory retrieval argues that the hippocampal complex remains active in retrieval tasks regardless
of time or age of memory (multiple trace theory, MTT), whereas another proposal posits that the hippocampal complex plays a time-limited
role in retrieval of autobiographical memories. The current event-related fMRI study focused on the medial temporal lobe and its response
to recognition judgments of famous names from two distinct time epochs (1990s and 1950s) in 15 right-handed healthy older adults (mean
age = 70 years). A pilot study with an independent sample of young and older subjects ensured that the stimuli were representative of a recent
and remote time period. Increased MR signal activity was observed on a bilateral basis for both the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus
(PHG) during recognition of familiar names from both the recent and remote time periods when compared to non-famous names. However,
the impulse response functions in the right hippocampus and right PHG demonstrated a differential response to stimuli from different time
epochs, with the 1990s names showing the greatest MR signal intensity change, followed by the 1950s names, followed by foils. The finding
that recognition of famous names produced significant bilateral MTL activation regardless of time epoch relative to foils provides support
for the MTT model. However, the finding of a temporal gradient in the right MTL also provides support for the HC model, given the greater
MTL response associated with recently famous names relative to remotely famous names.
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1. Introduction35

Renewed interest in characterizing the nature and extent36

of medial temporal lobe (MTL) involvement during semantic37

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 414 456 4665; fax: +1 414 456 6562.
E-mail address:srao@mcw.edu (S.M. Rao).

long-term memory retrieval has led to contrasting perspec-38

tives regarding the time course of MTL involvement in long-39

term memory retrieval. The two major models, the hippocam-40

pal consolidation (HC) model (Squire & Alvarez, 1995) and 41

multiple trace theory (MTT) model (Nadel & Moscovitch, 42

1997), offer distinct predictions of MTL involvement during 43

retrieval of autobiographical, episodic memories. The HC44

1 0028-3932/$ – see front matter © 2004 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
2 doi:10.1016/j.neuropsychologia.2004.09.005
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model posits a time-limited role of the hippocampal com-45

plex during memory consolidation: after a critical time pe-46

riod, retrieval is believed to be mediated by brain systems47

independent of the MTL. In contrast, the MTT model pro-48

poses that the hippocampal complex updates and enriches49

memories of autobiographical episodes throughout the life50

of the memory. However, both models offer similar predic-51

tions regarding semantic memory retrieval; specifically, the52

MTL would be expected to play a time-limited role. A tempo-53

ral gradient would be predicted by both models, with recent54

memories being expected to activate the hippocampal com-55

plex more than remote memories. The majority of functional56

neuroimaging research to date has explored MTL activation57

for autobiographical memory tasks, but less study has been58

devoted to semantic memory. The present study investigates59

the role of MTL during recognition of famous names from60

distinctly different time epochs as a means of studying MTL61

activity during semantic long-term memory retrieval.62

To date, the primary source of data for testing the valid-63

ity of predictions made by these two models has come from64

clinical evaluations of the presence and extent of retrograde65

memory impairment following focal lesions of the temporal66

lobe. These studies suggest that multiple factors can deter-67

mine the presence and nature of the observed temporal gradi-68

ent, including the type of memory system examined (episodic69

autobiographical versus semantic public), stimulus character-70

istics (transient versus persistent fame), and extent and loca-71

tion of the temporal lobe lesion (Fujii, Moscovitch, & Nadel,72

2000). Specifically, it has been suggested that more exten-73

sive lesions of the MTL (beyond the hippocampal complex)74

tend to produce a more extensive and flat remote memory75

temporal gradient (Rempel-Clower, Zola, Squire, & Amaral,76

1996). Because the majority of these reports are based on77

single case or small group studies, and lesion characteristics78

are heterogeneous across these studies, it is difficult to draw79

firm conclusions based solely on human lesion data regarding80

the nature and extent of MTL activity in semantic long-term81

memory retrieval (Kopelman, 2000).82

Functional neuroimaging techniques conducted on83

healthy individuals provide an alternative strategy for inves-84

tigating the time course for MTL involvement in retrieval of85

information from long-term memory. In contrast to the ex-86

tensive number of studies of anterograde memory (Cabeza &87

Nyberg, 1997), only a few neuroimaging studies have specif-88

ically examined the activity of the MTL region during recall89

of information from different time epochs, and these studies90

have primarily focused on autobiographical episodic mem-91

ory retrieval (Maguire, Henson, Mummery, & Frith, 2001;92

Niki & Luo, 2002; Piefke, Weiss, Zilles, Markowitsch, &93

Fink, 2003; Tsukiura et al., 2002). This disparity stands in94

contrast to research in the clinical lesion literature in which95

remote memory has been investigated extensively using pub-96

lic semantic memory tasks as well as autobiographical mem-97

ory. Furthermore, different neural regions may be relevant in98

mediating retrieval of autobiographical and public semantic99

memory (Fujii et al., 2000). Within the domain of semantic100

memory, person-identity (e.g., recognition of famous peo-101

ple) has been the most commonly employed measure used to102

study the existence of a temporal gradient for remote mem-103

ory. Functional neuroimaging studies examining familiar face104

recognition have commonly observed MTL activity (Kapur, 105

Friston, Young, Frith, & Frackowiak, 1995; Leveroni et al., 106

2000; Sergent, Zuck, Terriah, & MacDonald, 1992), but these 107

studies have not systematically examined MTL activity in-108

duced during recall of information from distinct time epochs109

associated with these familiar faces. 110

In the only published functional neuroimaging study to111

date to examine recent and remote semantic memory,Haist, 112

Bowden, and Mao (2001)presented famous faces from six113

decades (1940s–1990s) to eight Ss (mean age = 65 years).114

They observed a trend toward significantly increased activa-115

tion in the right anterior hippocampus for famous faces from116

the recent decade. However, famous faces from the 1990s and117

1980s produced increased activity in the right entorhinal cor-118

tex compared to famous faces from the previous four decades119

(1940s–1970s). The authors suggested that these data were120

supportive of the traditional time-limited role of the MTL121

system in long-term memory retrieval. In addition, they sug-122

gested that the hippocampal formation had a short tempo-123

ral gradient relative to that observed in the entorhinal cortex124

which may play a more pivotal role in the consolidation pro-125

cess. 126

However, several methodological aspects of theHaist et al. 127

(2001)study raise interpretive questions about their findings128

in relation to the role of MTL regions in remote memory129

retrieval. Haist et al. used a blocked design and asked sub-130

jects to recall the names of the faces being presented. The131

ability to recall the names of famous faces is known to be132

highly variable, particularly in older subjects (Maylor, 1990; 133

Wahlin et al., 1993). Indeed, their post-scanning data indi-134

cated that name recall level was about 40% correct across the135

six decades. A blocked design does not provide a means to136

distinguish the MR signal activity for correct and incorrect137

trials. Furthermore, it is well established that there is a se-138

quence of hierarchical stages, including face recognition and139

semantic identification, that precedes name recall in the face140

identification process (Bruce & Young, 1986). In the absence 141

of reaching the name recall stage for famous faces (about 60%142

of trials on average), it is quite likely that subjects were at143

varying (and unknown) points in the person recognition and144

identification system that precede name retrieval. Thus, the145

observed MR signal activation reported in this study could146

reflect this heterogeneity in processing stage. 147

A second important methodological issue concerns po-148

tential stimulus characteristics (other than age of memory),149

which may also be relevant for producing variation in MTL150

activity for remote and recent stimuli. This issue has not been151

the subject of systematic examination or control in most func-152

tional neuroimaging studies on this topic to date. For exam-153

ple, in theHaist et al. (2001)study, famous faces were selected154

from published biography yearbooks and there was no men-155

tion of procedures to match the stimuli across the six decades.156
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It is quite possible that stimulus parameters, such as extent157

of familiarity or amount of semantic knowledge, could influ-158

ence the presence or extent of MTL activity during retrieval.159

Indeed, a recent paper examining fMRI activity for recent160

and remote autobiographical events found increased activity161

within the MTL region, which peaked in the entorhinal re-162

gion for positive contrasted with negative emotional valence163

autobiographical memories (Piefke et al., 2003).164

The current paper reports the findings from an event-165

related fMRI study of MTL activity associated with identi-166

fication of famous people in healthy older participants.167

Specifically, this study contrasted the MTL activation pattern168

for recognition of famous people’s names from a distant time169

epoch (1950s) with the activation pattern for recognition170

of famous names from a more recent time period (1990s).171

Use of an event-related design permitted us to examine only172

trials of correct familiar name recognition and the resulting173

activation maps are not confounded by incorrect name174

recognition trials. The current study design also included a175

detailed and systematic approach to stimulus development176

that equated the famous name stimuli across the two time177

periods for familiarity and semantic knowledge. For the178

stimuli used in the present study, we conducted a preliminary179

study with a separate group of elderly subjects to identify180

famous names from a recent and remote time period that181

had comparable and high levels of recognition and also for182

whom a considerable amount of semantic information was183

accessible to the subjects. Thus, the objective of this study184

was to use an event-related fMRI design to examine MTL185

activity for famous names from two time epochs and to186

relate findings to the current discussion concerning the role187

of the MTL in long term memory retrieval.188

2. Methods189

2.1. Experiment 1: stimulus development and behavioral190

pilot study191

The goal of this behavioral study was to identify a set of192

famous name stimuli that distinctly represented persons who193

achieved their fame in the 1990s (90s) or 1950s (50s) time194

periods that could be used in a subsequent fMRI study. An ini-195

tial corpus of 274 people’s names (first and last) comprised of196

both famous and non-famous individuals were compiled. The197

famous names consisted of well-known entertainers, politi-198

cians, criminals, or sports figures obtained through maga-199

zines, trivia books, and the Internet. Unfamiliar names were200

selected randomly from a local phone book to serve as foils201

(FO).202

The stimulus set was piloted on 24 young (M = 9/F = 15;203

mean age = 26.78 years, S.D. = 3.22) and 24 older (M = 11/204

F = 13; mean age = 68.05 year, S.D. = 6.80) healthy adults.205

Subjects completed a written questionnaire that asked partic-206

ipants to provide the following information: (1) is this person207

famous? (2) for what is the person famous? (3) is the per-208

son dead or alive? (4) what is the occupation of this person209

(choose from 10 occupations listed)? and (5) how often have210

you heard about this person in the last year (ranging from 0211

[never] to 4 [several times a month or more])? 212

For the final stimulus set to be used in the imaging pro-213

tocol, names were chosen from the pilot study based on the214

following guidelines: (1) a name included in the 90s condi-215

tion yielded greater than 90% recognition accuracy for both216

the younger and older age subject groups, (2) a famous name217

selected for the 50s condition was recognized by greater than218

90% of the older adults but less than 30% of the young adults.219

This maximized the likelihood that these stimuli were fa-220

mous, but had become sufficiently obscure during the con-221

temporary period since they were not recognized by most of222

the younger subjects. (3) Non-famous name foils were se-223

lected if correctly rejected by 90% of both the young and224

older subjects. In this manner, a final stimulus set consisting225

of 90 names: 30 50s, 30 90s, and 30 FO were selected (see226

Appendix A). Male and female names were equally repre-227

sented in both the famous and non-famous name sets. 228

Percent correct recognition for the final set of 90 fa-229

mous and non-famous names for young and older pilot sub-230

jects is shown inFig. 1. As intended based on the selec-231

tion criteria, younger subjects performed significantly worse232

at identifying 50s names than older subjects, [t(32.7) = 15.5, 233

p< .001]. In contrast, there was no difference between groups234

in recognition accuracy for the famous names from the235

90s, [t(45) = 1.40,p< .17] or correct rejection of non-famous236

name foils, [t(40) = .68,p< .50].Table 1summarizes the ex- 237

tent of semantic knowledge that the older subjects reported238

for the 50s and 90s stimuli. No significant differences be-239

tween the two stimulus classes were observed on a three-point240

rating of semantic knowledge (1 = I recognize the name, but241

nothing else, 2 = I recognize the name and know their occu-242

pation but nothing else, 3 = I know additional specific details243

about this person). The occupational category was more likely244

to be correctly identified for the 50s than 90s stimuli (p< .01). 245

Fig. 1. Percent correct identification of famous names from two epochs
(50s and 90s) and percent correct rejection of foils for young and older
participants. Note that younger subjects performed poorly on recognition
of famous 50s names demonstrating that these individuals have not been
recently exposed in the media.
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Table 1
Mean (S.D.) of semantic knowledge variables of 1990s and 1950s famous
name stimuli

Variablea 90s 50s

Average semantic
knowledge 3-point
scale (23)

1.30 (.27) 1.23 (.31)

Occupation category
percent correct (21)

82 (7) 89 (6)*

Dead or alive percent
correct (24)

89 (12) 65 (13)**

Average frequency of
exposure times during
previous year (22)

2.69 (.70) .79 (.70)**

Data obtained from older subjects (n= 24) in stimulus development pilot
study.

a Number of participants included in analyses.
∗ p< .01.

∗∗ p< .001.

As expected for famous individuals who have not been in the246

public domain for 40 years, older subjects were less accurate247

in noting whether the famous person was dead or alive for248

50s than 90s individuals (p< .001). Likewise, the frequency249

of exposure during the past year was significantly less for the250

50s than 90s names (p< .001).251

2.2. Experiment 2: fMRI study of famous name252

recognition253

2.2.1. Participants254

Fifteen healthy, right-handed older subjects (11 females;255

mean age = 70.4 years, range = 60–79 years) participated in256

the fMRI experiment. None participated in Experiment 1.257

Subjects were strongly right-handed (mean laterality quo-258

tient = 92.7, range = 84–100) on the Edinburgh handedness259

inventory (Oldfield, 1971). Subjects were excluded if they260

reported a history of neurological disease, major psychiatric261

disturbance, or substance abuse, or were taking psychoactive262

prescriptive medications. A cognitive screening examination263

preceded the scan session. All subjects performed within nor-264

mal limits on the mini-mental state examination (Folstein,265

Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) [mean = 29.2, range = 27–30,266

standard deviation = .97] and the repeatable battery for as-267

sessment of neuropsychological status (Randolph, 1998;268

Randolph, Tierney, Mohr, & Chase, 1998) [mean = 105.1,269

range = 95–129, standard deviation = 12.1]. Informed con-270

sent was obtained from subjects according to the institutional271

guidelines established by the Medical College of Wisconsin272

Human Subjects Review Committee. Subjects were compen-273

sated for their time.274

2.2.2. Imaging task275

Name stimuli from the three conditions were presented276

visually in random order (4 s per stimulus). Inactive periods277

(4 s), consisting of a single centrally-placed fixation crosshair,278

were randomly interspersed in the ratio of 2:1 (name:fixation279

trials). Participants were instructed to make a right index fin-280

ger key press if the name was famous and the right middle281

finger if the name was unfamiliar. Stimuli were presented282

in three imaging runs of 30 trials each (10 stimuli from283

each of the three name conditions, 15 fixation trials). Twelve284

seconds of fixation were added to both the beginning and285

the end of each run. Run order was counterbalanced across286

subjects. 287

2.2.3. Functional MRI 288

Whole-brain, event-related functional MRI was conducted289

on a commercial 1.5 T scanner (Sigma; General Electric290

Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) equipped with a three-291

axis local gradient head coil and an elliptical endcapped292

quadrature radiofrequency coil (Medical Advances, Milwau-293

kee, WI). Echoplanar images were collected using a single-294

shot, blipped, gradient-echo echoplanar pulse sequence [echo295

time (TE), 40 ms; field of view (FOV), 24 cm; matrix size,296

64× 64]. For the three imaging runs, 22 contiguous sagit-297

tal 6-mm thick slices were selected to provide coverage of298

the entire brain (voxel size = 3.75 mm× 3.75 mm× 6 mm). 299

The interscan interval [repetition time (TR)] was 2 s. Dur-300

ing each imaging series, 132 sequential echoplanar im-301

ages were collected. At the beginning of the scan ses-302

sion, high-resolution, three-dimensional spoiled gradient-303

recalled at steady-state (SPGR) anatomic images were ac-304

quired [TE = 5 ms; TR = 24 ms; 40◦ flip angle; number of ex- 305

citations (NEX) = 1; slice thickness = 1.2 mm; FOV = 24 cm;306

resolution = 256× 192]. Foam padding was used to reduce307

head movement within the coil. 308

Functional images were generated using the Analysis of309

Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) software (Cox, 1996). Each 310

image time series was spatially registered in-plane to re-311

duce the effects of head motion using an iterative linear least312

squares method. A deconvolution analysis was used to ex-313

tract a hemodynamic response (impulse response function;314

IRF) for each of the three types of name stimuli from the315

time-series. In addition, only correct responses (true posi-316

tives for famous names and true rejections for unfamiliar317

names) were incorporated into the estimate of the IRF for318

each stimulus type. IRFs were modeled for the 2–14 s pe-319

riod post stimulus onset. Individual anatomical and func-320

tional scans were linearly interpolated to 1 mm3 voxels, co- 321

registered, and transformed into standard stereotaxic space322

(Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). To compensate for normal 323

variation in anatomy across subjects, functional images were324

blurred using a 4 mm Gaussian full-width half-maximum325

filter. 326

2.2.4. Voxel-wise analysis 327

The dependent variable consisted of the area under the328

curve (AUC) of the IRF at 4, 6, and 8 s post stimulus onset. A329

one-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)330

was applied to the three conditions on a voxel-wise basis331

across the 15 subjects followed by a pooled variancet-test 332

to compare each of the conditions in a pair-wise manner333

(90s versus FO, 50s versus FO, 50s versus 90s). A statisti-334
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cal threshold was applied to the data [t(14) = 2.960,p< .005].335

A minimum cluster size threshold of .20 ml was applied as336

an additional procedure for minimizing false positive acti-337

vation foci from the brain maps (Forman et al., 1995). Only338

activation within the MTL is reported.339

2.2.5. Region of interest (ROI) analysis340

This analysis was performed to examine the averaged IRFs341

generated from activated clusters located within four anatom-342

ical ROIs: right and left hippocampus and right and left PHG.343

Clusters were defined as “activated” if a significant differ-344

ence was observed on any of the voxel-wise subtractions of345

the three stimulus conditions (90s versus FO, 50s versus FO,346

or 50s versus 90s). Repeated measures ANOVA and planned347

comparisons were used to compare the AUC of the aver-348

aged IRFs for the 90s, 50s, and FO stimuli. Anatomical ROIs349

were defined by manually tracing each subject’s hippocam-350

pus and PHG using the gyrus finder plug-in of AFNI (Cox,351

1996).352

For thehippocampus, the anterior and posterior bound-353

aries were identified in the sagittal plane, with the lateral354

ventricles serving as the boundaries. The posterior boundary355

was marked by the last coronal slice where the hippocampus356

was present. The anterior boundary, which marks the division357

between the hippocampus and the amygdala, was located by358

visualizing a sagittal slice where the temporal horn of the lat-359

eral ventricle makes a 90◦ bend around the hippocampus. On360

the most posterior coronal slices, the lateral boundary was361

defined by the crus of the fornix. In the anterior slices, the362

lateral boundary was defined by the temporal horn of the lat-363

eral ventricle. Care was taken so as to exclude the tail of the364

caudate nucleus. In posterior slices, the medial boundary was365

marked by the splitting of the hippocampus and pulvinar. In366

the remaining slices, the medial boundary was defined by the367

CSF in the uncal cistern. On the more anterior slices, the dor-368

sal boundary was defined by the presence of the alveus, which369

appears as a thin white line dividing the superior portion of370

the hippocampus from the overlapping amygdala. When the371

alveus was not clearly seen, an imaginary horizontal line was372

drawn from the superior most portion of the temporal horn373

of the lateral ventricle to the gyrus ambiens to serve as the374

dorsal boundary. The inferior boundary of the hippocampus375

was marked by the white matter inferior to the hippocam-376

pus. These criteria were developed by Sabsevitz and Binder377

(unpublished work).378

The boundaries of the PHG were adapted fromKim et al.379

(2000). The posterior boundary was marked by the disap-380

pearance of the splenium and the presence of the isthmus381

between the collateral and anterior calcarine sulcus. The an-382

terior boundary was set at the image where the uncus was383

present. The cerebral spinal fluid of the uncal cistern served384

as the medial boundary and the lateral boundary was set as385

an imaginary line at a 45◦ angle serving as an extension of386

the collateral sulcus between the PHG and fusiform gyrus.387

Fig. 3A depicts a typical tracing of the hippocampus and388

PHG based on the above criteria.389

Table 2
Accuracy and reaction time for older subjects in fMRI study

Mean S.D.

Accuracy
90s 92.80 2.22
50s 90.33 2.04
FO 94.60 6.34

Reaction time
90s 1317.13 74.03
50s 1241.67 64.04
FO 1540.13 100.2

3. Results 390

3.1. Behavioral data (Exp. 2) 391

Accuracy and reaction times (correct trials only) are pre-392

sented inTable 2. No significant differences were observed393

in accuracy as a function of stimulus type. The main effect394

for reaction time was significant (F(2,28) = 12.90,p< .001). 395

Planned comparisons revealed significant differences be-396

tween the 50s and FO stimuli (F(1,14) = 16.46,p< .001) and 397

between the 90s and FO stimuli (F(1,14) = 11.45,p< .004). 398

No significant differences were observed between 90s and399

50s stimuli. 400

3.2. Voxel-wise analysis (Exp. 2) 401

Significantly activated voxels within the MTL regions are402

reported inTable 3andFig. 2. A post-hoc comparison sub-403

tracting the FO from the 90s condition resulted in signifi-404

cant clusters of activation in the right hippocampus and bi-405

lateral PHG. Subtracting FO from the 50s condition resulted406

in significant clusters of activation in the left hippocampus407

and right PHG. No clusters were observed in which the FO408

demonstrated greater activation than the famous names from409

either era. The overall volume of activation was greater for410

the 90s minus FO subtraction than for the 50s minus FO sub-411

traction (Table 3); however, a voxel-wise subtraction of the412

90s from 50s conditions, and vice versa, resulted in no sig-413

nificant areas of activation within the MTL. This apparent414

Table 3
Significant areas of increased MR signal intensity (p< .005) derived from
subtraction of foils (FO) from famous name conditions (50s, 90s) in hip-
pocampus and PHG (see alsoFig. 1)

Region Left Right

x y z Vol. x y z Vol.

Hippocampus
90s > FO 26 −19 −14 1259

26 −33 −10 229
50s > FO −25 −12 −17 283

Parahippocampal gyrus
90s > FO −11 −42 4 659 16 −47 1 1123

−31 −32 12 442
50s > FO 12 −45 5 276

Vol., volume in microliters.
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Fig. 2. Voxel-wise activation maps showing regions of increased MR signal intensity within the medial temporal lobe. Left side of brain is on the reader’s left.

discrepancy was further explored using an ROI analysis of415

averaged IRFs.416

3.3. ROI analysis (Exp. 2)417

Fig. 3B presents the averaged IRFs for activated regions418

within the right and left hippocampus and PHG for the 50s,419

90s, and FO conditions.Table 4summarizes the results of420

the AUC analysis (4–8 s post-stimulus) for the right and left421

hippocampus and PHG. For the left hippocampus and PHG,422

90s and 50s stimuli demonstrated increased activation relative423

to FO, but did not differ from each other. In contrast, for424

the right hippocampus and PHG, 90s and 50s stimuli not425

only demonstrated increased activation relative to FO, but426

the 90s stimuli demonstrated greater activation relative to427

50s stimuli. 428

4. Discussion 429

The current study employed an event-related fMRI de-430

sign to contrast the MR signal intensity changes in the431

MTL region in the recognition of famous names from re-432

cent and remote time periods (1990s versus 1950s). Results433

indicated increased activity bilaterally in the hippocampus434

and PHG during the recognition of familiar names from435

both time periods when compared to non-famous names.436

However, the impulse response functions in the right hip-437
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Fig. 3. (A) Areas defining the anatomical masks for the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus for a typical subject. (B) Plots of the hemodynamic response
functions for each condition (50s, 90s, and FO) and ROI (hippocampus, PHG).

pocampal complex and right PHG demonstrated a differ-438

ential response to stimuli from different time epochs. That439

is, the 1990s stimuli demonstrated a significantly greater440

area-under-the-curve than the 1950s stimuli. This difference441

across time epochs was not seen in the left hippocampus442

or left PHG. These findings have relevance for current pro-443

posals concerning the role of the MTL region in long-term444

memory retrieval as well as for recent discussions concern-445

ing the neural basis for person recognition and identification446

processes. 447

Table 4
Results of repeated measures ANOVA for ROI analyses

Left Right

Diff S.E. p-Value Diff S.E. p-Value

Hippocampus
90s vs. FO .419 .094 .002 .590 .101 <.001
50s vs. FO .649 .161 .004 .343 .086 .004
90s vs. 50s .229 .133 NS .247 .090 .047

Parahippocampal gyrus
90s vs. FO .494 .106 <.001 .635 .123 <.001
50s vs. FO .355 .123 .037 .330 .096 .012
90s vs. 50s .138 .125 NS .305 .088 .012

Diff, mean difference between conditions; S.E., standard error of the mean;p-values with significant differences shown in bold print; and NS, not significant.
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Consideration of the role of MTL during retrieval of re-448

cent and remote memories is germane, as different neural449

systems and cognitive operations may contribute to the re-450

trieval of autobiographical episodic events and public seman-451

tic remote memory information (Viskontas, McAndrews, &452

Moscovitch, 2002). Increased MTL activity has been pre-453

viously reported for the recognition of and identification of454

well-known faces (Kapur et al., 1995; Leveroni et al., 2000;455

Sergent et al., 1992) and the current study extends this finding456

to famous names as well. However, these previous studies did457

not systematically examine the influence of a temporal gra-458

dient on the presence and extent of MTL activity. This issue459

is of critical relevance for the current debate concerning the460

role of the MTL region in the time course of memory retrieval461

processes.462

4.1. MTL activity for recognizing famous names463

The role of the MTL region in retrieval of long-term mem-464

ory has become the focus of considerable discussion, and re-465

cent functional neuroimaging studies have been designed to466

provide data relevant to this issue. The core issue revolves467

around the time course for MTL involvement in retrieval of468

information from long-term memory. The limited functional469

neuroimaging data relevant to this question have produced470

mixed results, and it is becoming increasingly apparent that a471

number of important factors including type of information472

(e.g., episodic or semantic), stimulus characteristics (e.g.,473

emotional valence), and individual subject differences related474

to autobiographical significance (e.g., extent of knowledge or475

type of personal experiences subjects have with respect to the476

stimuli) could impact the nature and extent of MTL involve-477

ment in retrieval.478

Our findings revealed that both recent and remote famous479

names produced significant activation bilaterally in the hip-480

pocampus and the PHG, relative to foils. However, we also481

observed a temporal gradient of activity in the right hip-482

pocampus and right PHG, with 1990s stimuli showing a483

greater area-under-the-curve than more remote 1950s stim-484

uli, which in turn showed a greater area-under-the-curve than485

foils. No such temporal gradient was observed for the left hip-486

pocampus or left PHG. If identification of the names of fa-487

mous persons reflected primarily semantic memory retrieval,488

then a temporal gradient would have been predicted by both489

models, with MTL activity decreasing in proportion to the490

remoteness of the memory. However, our observations that491

even remote memories produced significant activity in the492

MTL bilaterally and that a temporal gradient was observed493

in the right MTL only, suggests that memories for famous494

names may not have a purely semantic component. Instead, a495

growing body of evidence suggests that memories for famous496

names have a significant autobiographical, episodic compo-497

nent (Westmacott, Black, Freedman, & Moscovitch, 2004;498

Westmacott & Moscovitch, 2003). The degree of autobio-499

graphical significance attributable to names of famous per-500

sons by our subjects may account for the pattern of activation501

we observed, with significant MTL activity being observed502

bilaterally even for remotely famous names. 503

Maguire and Frith (2003)reported a similar pattern of find- 504

ings with respect to the retrieval of autobiographical events.505

Bilateral hippocampal activity was observed during retrieval506

of both recent and remote autobiographical events. However,507

the right hippocampus demonstrated greater activity in re-508

sponse to recent as compared to remote autobiographical509

memories. This temporal gradient of activity during retrieval510

of recent and remote autobiographical events was not ob-511

served for the left hippocampus. Bilateral hippocampal ac-512

tivity also was observed during retrieval of autobiographical513

as opposed to public events. In addition, our findings agree514

with Haist et al.’s (2001)increased activation in right en- 515

torhinal cortex but differ with respect to the more modest516

activation in the right hippocampus associated with 1990s517

relative to remote stimuli in that study. It is possible that our518

use of an event-related design and a larger number of subjects519

permitted us to detect significant, temporally-graded activa-520

tion in the right hippocampal complex. Finally,Ryan et al. 521

(2001) reported bilateral hippocampal activity during re-522

trieval of both recent and remote autobiographical events that523

was not present during rest or during a sentence completion524

task, which is consistent with our findings. While not specif-525

ically discussed in the article, the impulse response func-526

tion they presented for the right hippocampus appeared to be527

greater in response to recent relative to remote autobiograph-528

ical events, suggesting the possibility of a right hippocampal529

temporal gradient consonant with that reported byMaguire 530

and Frith (2003), as well as in our study. Considering our531

results and the findings of these previous studies, it is pos-532

sible that a broader region of right MTL (hippocampus and533

PHG) may be differentially responsive to the remoteness of534

autobiographically relevant material. 535

Evidence supporting the influence of autobiographical sig-536

nificance on the organization and representation of semantic537

memory, particularly with respect to famous names, has been538

demonstrated by (Westmacott et al., 2004; Westmacott et al., 539

2003). In their initial study (Westmacott et al., 2003), subjects540

demonstrated a performance advantage for famous names541

with high autobiographical significance relative to those with542

low autobiographical significance. Autobiographical experi-543

ence with names of famous individuals was shown to af-544

fect the way in which these semantic concepts were repre-545

sented, supporting the interdependence between episodic and546

semantic memories. That is, in addition to general semantic547

knowledge about famous persons that may be common across548

most people, the autobiographical significance of famous per-549

sons may also produce a unique memorial representation spe-550

cific to each individual. In a subsequent study (Westmacott 551

et al., 2004), patients with semantic dementia demonstrated552

a performance advantage for autobiographically significant553

episodes associated with famous persons relative to patients554

with MTL amnesia and Alzheimer’s disease, providing evi-555

dence that memories associated with autobiographically sig-556

nificant famous persons depend upon MTL structures. Our557
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finding of significant bilateral MTL activation in response558

to recognition of both recent and remote famous names is559

consistent with this interpretation.560

If recognition of famous names were considered to have a561

substantial autobiographical, episodic component, our find-562

ings that both recent and remote famous names produced sig-563

nificant activation bilaterally in the left hippocampus and the564

left PHG, relative to foils, would support predictions made by565

the MTT model. That is, the hippocampus and PHG demon-566

strate significant activity in response to famous names, re-567

gardless of the age of the memory. This pattern of results568

would not be as consistent with predictions based on the569

HC model, although it is possible that an argument could570

be made that despite the observation of hippocampal activa-571

tion associated with remote stimuli, it may not contribute to572

performance. Additionally, unlike the findings in theHaist573

et al. (2001)study, we did not find a significant difference in574

the activity of either the hippocampus or PHG for recent or575

remote famous names when compared to unfamiliar names.576

Rather, both regions demonstrated a significant increase in577

activity for both the recent and remote time periods. These578

findings would appear to indicate an increase in MTL activity579

irrespective of the age of the memory, consistent with MTT580

(Nadel et al., 1997).581

There are several important methodological differences582

between the current and Haist studies. Perhaps most note-583

worthy is our use of an event-related design, which permits584

the construction of activation maps that are only made up585

of correct name familiarity trials. In addition, our stimulus586

development efforts (Study 1) assured an equivalence of the587

stimuli on the dimensions of familiarity and extent of seman-588

tic knowledge. Behavioral data collected during the scanning589

session confirms that these objectives were met. First, name590

recognition accuracy rates were above 90% for stimuli from591

both the 1950s and the 1990s. Second, average self-report592

rating of semantic knowledge obtained during the pilot study593

was similar for the two time periods (Table 1). As might be594

expected, frequency of exposure to the name and knowledge595

of whether the famous person was alive or dead were signif-596

icantly different for the two periods, validating the fact that597

semantic knowledge about individuals famous during the 50s598

was not being updated.599

Recently and remotely famous names demonstrated600

greater activation relative to foils in the right hippocampal601

complex and right PHG, which would also be consistent602

with MTT, although the differential response of the right603

hippocampus and right PHG to recently and remotely fa-604

mous names would not have been predicted on the basis of605

the MTT model. The observed temporal gradient of activa-606

tion would be consistent with the HC model in the right MTL.607

Similar asymmetries in patterns of MTL activation have been608

observed in previous studies (Maguire & Frith, 2003; Ryan609

et al., 2001). What factors could possibly be associated with610

the observed right MTL temporal gradient? One possibility611

is that both recent and remote famous names may be asso-612

ciated with a visual image of the individual; as memories613

become more remote, the visuoperceptual representation of614

the person-image may decline or may become less salient615

over time (cf.,Pigott & Milner, 1993), perhaps because it is616

not as regularly updated as recent memories. A second pos-617

sibility is that emotional valence or intensity associated with618

a famous name may decline or degrade over time, again con-619

tributing to a weaker representation than recent stimuli that620

may be updated more frequently. In a PET activation study,621

Fink et al. (1996)suggested that right hemisphere structures622

may be preferentially activated during recall of affect-laden,623

personally relevant, autobiographical memories, although re-624

moteness of memories was not varied systematically in this625

study. However,Westmacott and Moscovitch (2003)demon- 626

strated that autobiographical significance of famous names627

interacts strongly with their emotionality and vividness, rais-628

ing the possibility that factors related to emotional valence629

and/or intensity may underlie the differential response of630

right hemisphere MTL structures to remoteness of memo-631

ries. Regardless of the underlying mechanism, the observed632

right MTL temporal gradient supports the HC model, while633

the greater activation of both recent and remote stimuli, as634

compared with foils, would also be consistent with the MTT635

model. Thus, partial support of both models was observed in636

the right MTL. 637

4.2. Person identity network 638

The current findings also have relevance for the broader639

topic of characterizing the neural systems underlying familiar640

person identification. Recent discussion has revolved around641

the question of whether person identification includes a more642

extensive bilateral neural network than is commonly evi-643

dent for general object semantic memory processes (Hodges, 644

Bozeat, Lambon Ralph, Patterson, & Spatt, 2000). We found 645

that recognition of famous names produced both left and646

right-sided MTL activity. Previous findings from clinical le-647

sion studies and functional neuroimaging investigations have648

implicated a bilateral temporal lobe network, including the649

hippocampal complex, in the recognition and identification650

of famous faces. Patients with either right or left-sided unilat-651

eral temporal lobe epilepsy are impaired at providing seman-652

tic details and names of famous faces (Seidenberg et al., 2002; 653

Viskontas et al., 2002). A recent fMRI study also revealed bi-654

lateral hippocampal activity for recognition of familiar faces655

contrasted with unfamiliar faces (Leveroni et al., 2000). The 656

involvement of right temporal lobe systems in the process-657

ing of familiar faces is not unexpected; however, the current658

findings indicate right and left sided MTL activity when fa-659

miliar names are used as the stimulus input as well. These660

findings are consistent with the viewpoint of a distributed bi-661

lateral neural network including the medial temporal lobes662

in the retrieval from the person identity network. In addition,663

the current study focused its examination on the MTL region,664

and it undoubtedly represents only one part of a more exten-665

sive neural network (e.g., frontal cortex, lateral temporal lobe,666

posterior cingulate) that is critical for the retrieval of person667
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identity information (Gorno Tempini et al., 1998; Leveroni668

et al., 2000; Maddock, Garrett, & Buonocore, 2001; Shah669

et al., 2001). Considerable research is still needed to articu-670

late the contribution and role of these various neural regions671

in the operation of the person identity system.672

4.3. Summary and conclusions673

Because knowledge of familiar individuals may be ac-674

quired during different periods in an individual’s life, the675

study of person identity provides a unique opportunity to in-676

vestigate the time-dependent course of MTL involvement in677

retrieval from long-term memory. Results of experimental678

animal studies and human lesion studies (Squire et al., 1995)679

have led to the viewpoint that the hippocampal complex plays680

a time limited role in long-term memory retrieval processes681

(hippocampal consolidation model). More recently, an alter-682

native viewpoint (Nadel et al., 1997) was proffered in which683

the hippocampal complex acts to update and enrich the mem-684

ory as long as it exists (multiple trace theory model). We685

present data from an event-related fMRI study of 15 elderly686

subjects contrasting recognition of famous names from a re-687

cent and remote time epoch with unfamiliar names. Overall,688

the findings of this study provide apparent support for both689

models. Increasedbilateral MTL activity was evident for690

both recent and remote famous names, relative to foils, con-691

sistent with the MTT model. However, a temporal gradient692

was observed in the right hippocampus and right PHG, with693

recent famous names producing significantly greater MTL694

activation relative to remotely famous names, consistent with695

the HC model. The right hemisphere findings with famous696

names in this study are consistent with and extend previous697

findings fromHaist et al. (2001), who used famous faces as698

stimuli, suggesting modest support for the HC model within699

the hippocampal complex proper, although stronger support700

is observed within the PHG. The left hemisphere findings701

provide compelling evidence in favor of MTT.702
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Appendix A710

1950s 1990s Foils

Eddie Fisher Paula Jones Ellen Patterson

Bobby Vinton Clarence Thomas Howard Feinberg

711

Stan Musial George Clooney Simon Harrison

Troy Donahue Ken Starr David Schmidt

Ben Hogan Jon-Benet Ramsey Gilbert Locke

Vic Damone Alan Greenspan Benjamin Lackey

Gina Lollobrigida Elian Gonzales William Johannsen

David Niven Katie Couric Barbara Pabst

Jack Carter Brett Favre Betty Paeske

Paul Hornung Hugh Grant Edward Gurgul

David Frost Celine Dion Donald Cunningham

Rex Harrison Colin Powell James Wilson

William Proxmire Jack Kevorkian Bill Duncan

Warren Spahn Brad Pitt Melissa Appel

Johnny Weissmuller Linda Tripp Henry Glueckenstein

Mamie Van Doren Newt Gingrich Sharon Quinnett

Walter Brennan Martha Stewart Lillian Uzel

Pat Paulsen Boris Yeltsin James Turkington

Kate Smith Madeline Albright Donna Ottens

Leo Durocher Leonardo DiCaprio Tora Smith

Pier Angeli Jerry Seinfeld Alfred Wessely

Arthur Godfrey Johnny Cochran Craig Case

Tab Hunter Norman
Schwarzkopf

Jeremy Trombetta

E. G. Robinson Monica Lewinski Michelle Cross

Mike Todd Janet Reno Keith Rowden

Mitch Miller Rush Limbaugh Cora Bester

Jo Stafford Tiger Woods Matthew Kregel

Phil Silvers Garth Brooks Karen Ives

Al Hirt Chelsea Clinton Wayne Wheeler

John Cameron
Swayze

H. Ross Perot Alan Polette
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